Life on Earth

4 1/2 billion years ago
·	Around our sun, floated rocks and gases 
·	Slowly, through the force of gravity, the rocks and gases came together 
·	Heavier elements such as iron settled in the core of this evolving planet
·	The atmosphere was made of gases such as methane, ammonia and carbon dioxide
·	Our Earth was born

·	At this time, the Earth was an incredibly hot seething mass of molten rock and gas.
·	The Earth was constantly bombarded with comets 
·	Its surface covered with craters like the moon 
·	There were constant gigantic electric storms, thunder and lightning that criss-crossed the whole of the Earth 
·	Immense lighting bolts struck the Earth for a hundred million years
·	It was as if Thor - the god of thunder was in his prime
·	The lighting that we see today is but a dim reflection of those mighty primeval thunderbolts

500 million years passed
·	The turbulence slowed down
·	There were less comets 
·	There was a core of iron, and around this, molten rock and on the surface a crust of solid rock.
·	CO2, nitrogen and water vapour made up the atmosphere
·	Land and sea slowly parted and the first oceans appeared

100 million years later
Something new started to happen:
·	The sun was at the right distance from the Earth to give enough heat 
·	The moon was just the right size for the tides to form 
·	The axis of the Earth was just at the right tilt to produce the seasons
And all of these were just right for life to begin

·	In the shallow waters of the seas, organic compounds, the building blocks of life, began to form
·	And from this, the first single celled life form appeared

·	The strange thing was that as soon as life could begin, it began
·	It was as if the Universe was itching to create life

Another 100 million years passed
·	Bacteria evolved
·	For nearly 1 billion years, bacteria are the only major life form on the planet 
·	Bacteria began to change and diversify 

A billion years later
·	Some bacteria started to trap light from the sun and use it to make food. This photosynthesis sent oxygen into the air
·	This is the oxygen that we now breathe

A billion years later
·	Bacteria arrives on land
·	More elaborate patterns of relationship between the bacteria, new life appears
·	This is how life evolves, with more diversity and complexity

500 million years ago
·	Animals appear
·	From this, human life, our ancestors appeared



